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ROBERT WEIL
2019 Kiedrich Turmberg Riesling Trocken

An intense, yet delicately fine-boned dry Riesling from a  
singular monopole vineyard site in the Rheingau region.

Wholly owned by Weingut Robert Weil, the Kiedrich Turmberg (“Tower Hill”) vineyard is rated 
as Erste Lage (“premier cru”) by the prestigious VDP growers association. Because of its thinner 
topsoil and slate subsoil, it produces very fine, elegant wines that are less massive than their 
counterparts from the neighboring Gräfenberg site. The Turmberg Riesling Trocken captures the 
essence of this great vineyard in a food-friendly dry style.

THE ROBERT WEIL ESTATE
Founded in 1875, Weingut Robert Weil is one of the finest producers in the Rheingau region. Wilhelm Weil, the great-
grandson of the estate’s founder, carries on the uncompromising, quality-oriented vineyard and cellar practices that 
have been the hallmark of this elite estate for four generations. The Rheingau is a small section of the Rhine River 
valley, near the city of Mainz. Notable for steep, south-facing slopes in a protected valley along a climate-moderating 
river, this legendary wine region has the ideal conditions for growing ripe, full-bodied Riesling.

THE 2019 VINTAGE 
Above-average temperatures and warm, dry soils at the beginning of the year led to a very early budbreak. Then an 
unusually cold May then put the brakes on this two-week head start, with flowering ending in mid-June. Development 
picked up momentum rapidly thanks to the stunning weather of late August and September, and to the generally 
good water retention in the Kiedrich sites. A wonderful ripening period and phenomenal weather for the harvest 
rewarded us with optimally healthy and intensely delicious grapes.

[93] Wine Enthusiast
“The palate of this dry, full-bodied white offers juicy, mouthwatering white-peach  

and grapefruit flavors edged by a crush of stony minerals and a pleasant tug  
of lime zest.” — June/July 2021

[95] James Suckling — Stuart Pigott, Sept, 2020

[93-94] Wine Advocate — Stephan Reinhardt, Aug. 2020

TECHNICAL INFO
Vineyard Sources: Kiedrich Turmberg
Alcohol: 13%
Residual Sweetness: 4.9 grams/liter
Total Acidity: 7.5 grams/liter
Total Production: 2,000 cases
UPC: 810404021224

NUTRITION INFO
Calories: 112 per serving (5 oz.)
Carbohydrate & Sugar: 0.7 grams per serving
Fat & Cholesterol: None
Sustainably Grown
Pesticide & Herbicide Free
GMO Free
Gluten Free
Vegan


